
 

One of Hottest for China Top Quality Various Colour Flower
Woven Cotton Fashion Cross-Body Lady Bag

Our pursuit and company purpose is always to "Always satisfy our consumer requirements". We keep
on to acquire and style and design remarkable high-quality products for each our outdated and new
customers and reach a win-win prospect for our consumers as well as us for One of Hottest for China
Top Quality Various Colour Flower Woven Cotton Fashion Cross-Body Lady Bag, We welcome new and
old customers to contact us by phone or send us inquiries by mail for future business relationships
and achieving mutual success.
Our pursuit and company purpose is always to "Always satisfy our consumer requirements". We keep
on to acquire and style and design remarkable high-quality products for each our outdated and new
customers and reach a win-win prospect for our consumers as well as us for China Bag and Handbag
price, Our experience makes us important in our customer eyes. Our quality speaks itself the
properties like it do not tangle, shed or breakdown, so that are our customers will always be
confident while placing an order.
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1.China supplier of back-sealed packaging bags for tea leaves. White kraft paper and fully
biodegradable film, more healthy for environment.
2.The pure back-seal gusset packaging bags can be custom the size and printed with you company
logo.
3.What is a back-sealed gusset bag?
The name of back-sealed gusset bag comes from the bag is only heat-sealed on the back, leaving a
rectangular opening, for merchants install products.
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1.The packaging bags made of PLA+PBAT+brown kraft paper, which is compostable materials. 

2.When the packaging bags are out of use, they can be degraded into soil in a year and absorbed by
plants. It’s really come from nature and return to nature.

3.No more pollution to the environment. The world will become better and better.

The detail data of the biodegradable packaging bags

Item:
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Product
link：
https://www.oempackagingbag.com/one-of-hottest-for-china-top-quality-various-colour-flower-w
oven-cotton-fashion-cross-body-lady-bag.html
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